
   

   

276	 Macedon, Eion (5th century B.C.), Silver Trihemiobol, 0.86g. Goose standing to right, its head turned 
backwards, a lizard above, a pellet within a circle on right. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. (SNG ANS 275; 
SNG Copenhagen 174).  Die-flaw on obverse, toned, about extremely fine. $ 300 
 

Purchased from Athena, Munich, 8 October 1988

  

  

277	 Macedon, Mende (c.500-470 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.91g. MIN-ΔAO-N, ithyphallic ass advancing 
to right, a crow perches on its back to right. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square of  mill-sail pattern 
(Noe, The Mende (Kaliandra) Hoard, ANS NNM 27, 1926, 13 (these dies); Dewing 1029 (these dies); 
AMNG III, 12, pl. XV, 24 var.).  Lightly toned, good very fine and very rare. $ 8,000 
 

Purchased from G. Müller, 10 March 1987



278	 Macedon, Mende (c.460-423 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.09g, . Dionysos, in a drunken state, holding 
a kantharos in his right hand, reclining to left, his head facing, on an ass walking to right on an exergual 
line. Rev. MENΔAION in incuse square frame surrounding a raised square containing a vine with four 
bunches of  grapes (Noe, ‘The Mende (Kaliandra) Hoard’, ANS NNM 27, 1926, 64 (these dies); SNG 
ANS 336 (these dies); Dewing 1047 (these dies)).  Good metal, a very attractive and well-struck obverse, 
lightly toned, about extremely fine. $ 9,000 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 55, Munich, 14 May 1991, lot 137

          
279	 Macedon, Mende (c.430-420 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.29g, . Dionysos, in a drunken state, holding 

a kantharos in his right hand, reclining to left, his head looking to right, on an ass walking to right 
on an exergual line. Rev. MENΔ[A]ION around a vine with five bunches of  grapes (Noe, ‘The Mende 
(Kaliandra) Hoard’, ANS NNM 27, 1926, 71 (this obverse die) / 69 (this reverse die)).  Attractive style, 
lightly toned, obverse nearly extremely fine, reverse very fine. $ 6,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 18 January 1984



An Attractive Mende Tetradrachm
From The Kaliandra Hoard

 
 

 
280	 Macedon, Mende (c.420 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.00g, . Dionysos, in a drunken state, holding a 

kantharos in his right hand, reclining to left on an ass walking to right on an exergual line, a second dotted 
exergual line and a grasshopper below. Rev. MEN-ΔA-IO-N around a shallow incuse square frame which 
surrounds a thick linear square containing a circular disk on which is a sixteen-rayed star, flanked by four 
grape clusters in the corners (Noe, ‘The Mende (Kaliandra) Hoard’, ANS NNM 27, 1926, Group III, 86, 
pl. IX (this coin); SNG ANS 348 (these dies); ‘Kunstfreund’, lot 140 (these dies)).  Lightly toned, well-
struck, good very fine to nearly extremely fine. $ 8,500 
 

This coin published in ‘The Mende (Kaliandra) Hoard’, S. Noe, ANS NNM 27 (1926), 86, illustrated on pl. IX.  
 

Ex Adolph Hess AG, Auction 254, Lucerne, 25 & 26 October 1983, lot 156  
Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction XXII, Beverly Hills, 1 June 1989, lot 253

          

281	 Macedon, Neapolis (c.500-480 B.C.), Silver Stater, 9.69g. Gorgoneion facing, with tongue protruding. 
Rev. Quadripartite incuse square (SNG ANS 411; SNG Lockett 1356; SNG Berry 39; AMNG III, 
pl. XVI, 22).  Well-struck, toned, good very fine. $ 6,800 
 

Ex Monnaies et Médailles SA, Auction XIX, Basel, 5 & 6 June 1959, lot 378  
Ex J. Vinchon, Nouveau Drouot, Paris, 11-13 April 1988, lot 334



From The Cabinet of The Museum Of Fine Arts, Boston

          

282	 Macedon, Neapolis (c.411-356 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 3.78g, .  Gorgoneion facing, with tongue protruding. 
Rev. N-E-O-[Π], head of  Parthenos facing to right, wearing a laurel-wreath and necklace (Boston 573 (this 
coin); SNG ANS 429; AMNG III, pl. XVI, 25).  Lightly toned, extremely fine. $ 2,500 
 

This coin published and illustrated in ‘Catalogue of  Greek Coins, Boston Museum of  Fine Arts, Boston’, A.B. 
Brett (1955), 573, illustrated on pl. 31.  
 

Ex Museum of  Fine Arts, Boston, 573  
Ex Warren Collection, 582  
Ex Numismatic Fine Arts VIII, Beverly Hills, 6 June 1980, lot 101  
Ex Numismatic Fine Arts XX, Beverly Hills, 10 March 1988, lot 666

  

  

283	 Macedon, Olynthos, Chalkidian League (c.432-348 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 14.40g, .  Struck 
c.383-379 B.C. Head of  Apollo facing to left, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. X-A-ΛKIΔ-EΩN, 
kithara, a small tripod above (Robinson & Clement, Excavations at Olynthos, IX, M75, A49 / 
P68; SNG ANS 484 (these dies); SNG Berry 19 (this obverse die); BMC 7).  Toned, very attractive 
classical style, extremely fine. $ 14,000 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 40, Munich, 7 April 1988, lot 93 



            

284	 Macedon, Olynthos, Chalkidian League (c.432-348 B.C.), Silver Tetrobol, 2.40g, . Head of  Apollo 
facing to left, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. X-A-[Λ]-KIΔ-EΩN, kithara, all within a shallow incuse square 
(Robinson & Clement, Excavations at Olynthos, IX, 102; SNG ANS 535).  Toned, extremely fine, a very 
attractive little coin. $ 1,200 
 

Purchased privately in 1987

From The Comtesse De Béhague Collection

  

 

285	 Macedon, Olynthos, Chalkidian League (c.432-348 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 14.29g, . Struck c.358-
355 B.C.  Head of  Apollo facing to right, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. X-A-Λ-KIΔ-EΩN, kithara, EΠI 
ANNI KA below (Robinson & Clement, Excavations at Olynthos, IX, 125; SNG ANS 509-510; de 
Luynes 1551).  Lightly toned, extremely fine. $ 9,500 
 

Ex Comtesse de Béhague Collection, J. Vinchon, Nouveau Drouot, Paris, 14 April 1984, lot 94



Exceptional Style

286	 Macedon, Olynthos, Chalkidian League (c.432-348 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 14.47g, . Head of  
Apollo facing to right, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. X-A-Λ-KIΔ-EΩN, kithara, EΠI APIΣTΩNOΣ below 
(Robinson & Clement, Excavations at Olynthos, IX, 131; SNG ANS 497 (this reverse die); Dewing 1071).  
Well-centred on a full flan, beautiful style, lightly toned, extremely fine. $ 19,500 
 

Purchased from Bank Leu AG, Zurich, 6 January 1990  



A Very Rare Tetradrachm of Philippi
A Hermitage Duplicate, from The Jameson Collection,

The Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection and a Le Rider Plate Coin

 

 

287	 Macedon, Philippi (c.345 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 14.29g, . Head of  young Herakles facing to right, 
wearing a lion’s skin headdress. Rev. ΦIΛIΠΠΩN, tripod with fillets, a laurel-branch above, a club to 
left, HPA in exergue (A.R. Bellinger, Philippi in Macedonia, ANS MN 11, 1964, 21 (this example listed); 
Le Rider (Philip II), pl. 93, 8 (this coin); Weber 1990 (this obverse die)).  Lightly toned, about extremely 
fine, very rare and with a wonderful old pedigree. $ 18,000 
 

This coin published in ‘Philippi in Macedonia’, A.R. Bellinger, ANS MN 11 (1964), 21; and in ‘Le Monnayage 
d’argent et d’or de Philippe II’, G. Le Rider (1977), illustrated on pl. 93, 8.  
 
Ex Hermitage Duplicates sale, F. Schlessinger, Auction 13, 4 February 1935, lot 604  
Ex R. Jameson Collection   
Ex Hess - Leu, Auction 7, Lucerne, 16 April 1957, lot 178  
Ex Bank Leu AG, Auction 7, Zurich, 9 May 1973, lot 131  
Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection, Sotheby’s, New York, 21 & 22 June 1990, lot 354



288	 Macedon, Sermyle (c.490 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.61g. CERMVΛIPO-N, warrior riding a galloping 
horse to right, he wears a tunic and is hurling a spear from his raised right hand, a large pellet behind. 
Rev. Shallow quadripartite incuse square (AMNG III, p. 107, 2, pl. XXI, 4 = Babelon, Traité I, 1667, 
pl. LIII, 2 (this obverse die); Raymond pl. II, 12).  Some minor areas of  corrosion, otherwise good 
very fine and very rare. $ 20,000 
 

Purchased privately in 1987



289	 Macedon, Terone (c.490-480 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.51g. Amphora with double handles on each 
side of  the neck, a tongue pattern on the shoulder and a grape cluster hanging from each of  the handles. 
Rev. Quadripartite incuse square (H. Dressel & K. Regling, Zagazig Hoard (1901), ZfN XXXVII, 1927, 
pl. IV, 185 = Kraay, NC 1954, p. II, 6 = N. Hardwick, ‘The Coinage of  Terone from the Fifth to the 
Fourth Centuries BC’, in Studies in Memory of  Price, p. 134, 4, pl. 29 (this obverse die)).  Beautiful 
cabinet tone, with some light iridescence, extremely fine and very rare. $ 15,000 
 

Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction XXII, Beverly Hills, 1 June 1989, lot 256



290	 Macedon, Uranopolis (c.300 B.C.), Silver Stater, 7.51g. The sun, represented as a globe encircled by 
rays. Rev. [O]YPANIΔΩN, Aphrodite Urania, wearing a chiton and a peplos, a tiara surmounted by a 
star on her head, seated on a globe facing, inclined slightly to left, holding in her right hand a sceptre 
ending in a loop from which hang two fillets, a star on left, M on right (McClean 3148, pl. 115, 1 (these 
dies); AMNG III, p. 132, 1, pl. XXV, 2 var.; Babelon, Traité IV, 1050, pl. CCCXVIII, 16 var.; BMC 1 var.; 
SNG ANS -).  Attractive cabinet tone, good very fine and very rare. $ 9,500 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 48, Munich, 2 April 1990, lot 212  
Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 55, Munich, 14 May 1991, lot 151



KINGDOM	OF	MACEDON

From The Prowe Collection,
The Jameson Collection and The Rosen Collection

 

 

291	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander I (498-454 B.C.), Silver Oktodrachm, 27.80g. Struck c.492-480/479 
B.C. Horseman, wearing a petasos and carrying two spears, standing facing to right behind a horse which 
he is leading to right. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square (Jameson 938 (this coin); Rosen 117 (this coin); 
Raymond pl. II, 5; Svoronos, HPM, p. 108, 18, pl. XII, 6; Babelon, Traité I, 1496, pl. XLVII, 1; SNG ANS 
1; SNG Lockett 1266; Kraay – Hirmer pl. 125, 384).  Toned, very fine, with a good pedigree. $ 17,500 
 

This coin published in ‘Collection R. Jameson, Monnaies Grècques Antiques’ (Paris, 1913-1932), 938, illustrated on 
pl. XLVIII; and in ‘Early Greek Coins from the Collection of  Jonathan P. Rosen’, N. Waggoner (1983), p. 9, 117, 
illustrated on pl. 7.  
 

Ex Walcher de Molthein Collection, Cahn, Auction 9, Frankfurt, 25 February – 2 March 1901, lot 1017  
Ex Theodor Prowe Collection, Egger Auction, Vienna, 28 November 1904, lot 545  
Ex Jameson Collection, 938 (as The Bisaltai)  
Ex Jonathan P. Rosen Collection, 117 (as The Bisaltai)  
Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 8 November 1983   
 

This issue was traditionally attributed to the Thraco-Macedonian tribe of  The Bisaltai.  However, recent thinking 
places it as the earliest issue of  Alexander I of  Macedon.



292	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander I (498-454 B.C.), Silver Oktodrachm, 28.73g, . Struck c.476-460 
B.C. Horseman, wearing a kausia and carrying two spears, standing facing to right behind a horse 
which he is leading to right, a small kerykeion on the side of  the horse, a crescent moon above. Rev. 
AΛE-ΞA-NΔ-PO around a shallow incuse square frame which surrounds a quadripartite incuse square 
(Svoronos, HPM, pl. 13, 9; Raymond, p. 101, 54 (this reverse die); SNG ANS 23).  Lightly toned, good 
very fine, very rare. $ 22,000 
 

Ex Monnaies et Médailles SA, Auction 73, Basel, 17 October 1988, lot 119



    

293	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Archelaos I (413-400/399 B.C.), Silver Didrachm, 10.31g, . Mint of  Aigai. 
Rider, wearing a kausia and a chlamys and holding two spears, on horseback galloping to left, traces 
of  a kerykeion visible on the horse’s rump. Rev. APXEΛAO, forepart of  goat facing to right, head 
turned to left, all within a linear border within an incuse square (U. Westermark, ‘The Staters of  
Archelaus. A die study’, in Essays to Carson & Jenkins, group I (O2/R6); AMNG III, pl. XXIX, 10 
(this reverse die); SNG ANS 64).  A good example of  the first coinage of  Archelaos, lightly toned, 
obverse good very fine, reverse very fine. $ 5,000 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 32, Munich, 12 & 13 November 1985, lot 52

      

294	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Aeropos (398-394 B.C.), Silver Didrachm, 10.74g, . Head of  Apollo facing to 
right, wearing a taenia. Rev. [A]EP-O-Π-O, horse standing facing to right, its bridle trailing to the ground 
below, all within an incuse square with a linear border (AMNG III, 1, pl. XXIX, 23 = Babelon, Traité 
IV, 822, CCCIV, 11; SNG ANS 76 (these dies); SNG Ashmolean 2434A).  A few very light marks, about 
extremely fine, of  fine style, very rare. $ 3,000 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 46, Munich, 30 October 1989, lot 102



            

295	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Amyntas III (c.393-370/369 B.C.), Silver Didrachm, 9.84g, . Head of  bearded 
Herakles facing to right, wearing a lion’s skin headdress knotted at his neck. Rev. AMY-NT[A], horse 
standing to right, all within an incuse square with a linear border (AMNG III, pl. XXX, 2 (this obverse 
die); SNG ANS 87-92; SNG Alpha Bank 195).  Lightly toned, very fine. $ 750 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 23 August 1984

 

 

296	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Philip II (359-336 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 14.47g, . Mint of  Pella, struck 
c.342/1-337/6 B.C. Head of  Zeus facing to right, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. ΦIΛIΠ-ΠOY, young male 
rider, naked and holding a palm-branch, on a horse pacing to right, a thunderbolt below (Le Rider pl. 9, 
199 (D116/R163); SNG ANS 379).  Good metal, some lustre, good extremely fine. $ 3,750 
 

Purchased A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd, London, 11 May 1985  



            

297	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Philip II (359-336 B.C.), Gold Stater, 8.59g, . Mint of  Amphipolis, struck 
c.340-328 B.C. Head of  Apollo facing to right, wearing a laurel wreath. Rev. ΦIΛIΠΠOY (in the exergue), 
charioteer, wearing a himation and holding a kentron in his right hand and the reins in his left, driving a 
galloping biga to right, an ivy-leaf  below horses (Le Rider pl. 75, 63 (D31/R52); SNG ANS 251 (these dies)).  
Some lustre, extremely fine. $ 3,750

 

 

298	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Philip II (359-336 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 14.25g, . Mint of  Pella, struck 
c.323-315 B.C. Head of  Zeus facing to left, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. ΦIΛIΠ-ΠOY, young male rider, 
naked and holding a palm-branch, on a horse pacing to right, Θ below the horse’s raised foreleg (Le Rider 
pl. 18, 439 (D231/R360); SNG ANS 430 (these dies); SNG Alpha Bank 275 (these dies)).  Lightly toned, 
good very fine and rare. $ 7,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, January 1988 



299	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Philip II (359-336 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 14.23g, . Mint of  Amphipolis, 
c.315/4-295/4 B.C. Head of  Zeus facing to right, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. ΦIΛIΠΠ-OY, young male 
rider, naked and holding a palm-branch, on a horse pacing to right, Λ and a race-torch below, a kerykeion 
below the horse’s raised foreleg (Le Rider pl. 48, 2; SNG ANS 809; SNG Alpha Bank 333).  Broad flan, 
toned, nearly extremely fine. $ 4,250

           

300	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Philip II (359-336 B.C.), Silver 1/5 Tetradrachm, 2.55g, . Mint of  
Amphipolis (?), struck c.315/4-295/4 B.C. Head of  Apollo facing to right, wearing a taenia. Rev. 
ΦIΛIΠΠOY, youth on horseback to right, holding the reins, head of  Acheloös facing to right below 
(Le Rider pl. 48, 9 (this coin); SNG ANS 818).  Attractive cabinet tone, nearly extremely fine. $ 700 
 

This coin published and illustrated in ‘Le Monnayage d’argent et d’or de Philippe I’, G Le Rider (1977), illustrated 
on pl. 48, 9.  
 

Ex Monnaies et Médailles SA, Auction 64, Basel, 30 January 1984, lot 87  
Ex Monnaies et Médailles SA, Auction 73, Basel, 17 October 1988, lot 129



An Exceptional Gold Distater of Alexander The Great

301	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Gold Distater, 17.24g, . Mint of  
Aegeae, lifetime issue, 336-323 B.C. Head of  Athena facing to right, wearing a crested Corinthian 
helmet ornamented with a snake. Rev. AΛEΞANΔPOY, Nike standing facing to left, holding a wreath 
and a stylis, a thunderbolt on left, a monogram below her left wing (Price 191; Müller 5; SNG Alpha 
Bank 456; SNG Copenhagen 623).  An exceptional example of  this impressive gold issue, well-
centred, lustrous, extremely fine. $ 35,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, January 1989 



302	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Gold Stater, 8.58g, . Mint of  Memphis, 
Egypt, lifetime issue, c.332-323 B.C. Head of  Athena facing to right, wearing a crested Corinthian helmet 
ornamented with a snake. Rev. AΛEΞANΔPOY, Nike standing facing to left, holding a wreath and a stylis, 
a ram’s head with Isis-crown above on left, a monogram below Nike’s left wing (Price 3963; Müller 1516; 
SNG Berry 187; SNG Copenhagen 642).  Good style, good very fine, rare. $ 7,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, February 1989 



A Tetradrachm of Alexander The Great
Of Wholly Exceptional Quality

303	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.21g, . Mint 
of  Memphis, Egypt, lifetime issue, c.332-323 B.C. Head of  young Herakles to right, wearing a lion’s 
skin headdress tied at his neck. Rev. AΛEΞANΔPOY, Zeus, naked to waist, enthroned left, holding an 
eagle in his outstretched right hand and a sceptre in his left, a ram’s head with Isis-crown above on left, 
a monogram below throne (Price 3964; Müller 1517).  A wholly exceptional example, struck from dies 
of  superb style, perfectly struck and centred on a broad flan, with full borders on both sides, superb 
iridescent tone, extremely fine. $ 7,500 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 1985



304	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Silver Dekadrachm of  5 Shekels, 40.08g, 
. Minted at Babylon, struck c.327 B.C. Alexander The Great on Bucephalus right, thrusting his sarissa at 

a mahout and his master seated on an Indian elephant to right; the mahout and master look back towards 
Alexander, the master grasps the end of  Alexander’s sarissa with his right hand, the mohout brandishes a 
spear in his right hand above his head while holding two further spears in his left hand, Ξ above. 
Rev. Alexander standing to left, wearing military attire, holding a thunderbolt in his right hand and a sarissa 
in his left, Nike flies above to right to crown him, monogram of  AB in lower left field (M. Price, “Circulation 
at Babylon in 323 B.C.,” Mnemata: Papers in Memory of  Nancy M. Waggoner, p. 70, 12, pl. 15 (this coin); 
Price, “The Poros coinage of  Alexander the Great, a symbol of  concord and community,” Studia Paolo 
Naster Oblata, pp. 75-6, A/c; Mitchiner Type 21; BMC 61, pl. XXII, 18; Dürr, ‘Neues aus Babylonien’, SM 
94 (May 1974), p. 36, 1). Only ten Poros Decadrachms are recorded, good very fine for issue and one of  the 
finest in existence, extremely rare, a coin of  great historical fascination and of  the highest importance. $ 150,000 
 

This coin published in ‘Circulation at Babylon in 323 B.C.,’ M. Price, Mnemata: Papers in Memory of  Nancy M. 
Waggoner (1989), p. 70, 12, illustrated on pl. 15.  
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 15 July 1989  
 

This extremely rare coin is without doubt one of  the most historically important ever produced.  The first known 
example was published in 1887 (NC 1887, pp. 177-181) and, in 1973, a new hoard was found in Babylon (Coin Hoards I, 
1975, 38), which increased the published examples from three to seven.  It was this hoard that assisted with the dating of  the 
issue to the lifetime of  Alexander the Great.  The above example, probably from the same hoard, surfaced in 1989.    
 

Following Alexander’s victories over the Persian Empire, he continued to campaign further East towards India.  As 
his army advanced through modern day Pakistan, it became necessary to deal with the Indian King Poros, ruler of  
the Pauravas, who had refused to acknowledge Alexander’s increasing dominance.  Alexander had to ensure that 
there would be no danger to the flanks of  his army.  King Poros positioned himself  on the banks of  the Hydaspes 
River, which he saw as a good defensive location as the river was at that time swollen due to monsoon rains.  
However, Alexander risked the crossing and, having reached the opposing bank, trapped the forces of  Poros in a 
pincer movement.  Alexander’s victory at this battle resulted in the annexation of  the Punjab into his empire, later 
leading to the formation of  the Indo-Greek Kingdom.  Two new cities, Bucephala and Nicaea, were founded by 
Alexander and it is in the context of  this campaign that the ‘Poros’ dekadrachms were issued.    
 

The deficiencies in striking make it clear that the dekadrachms were a local issue (see also lot 305 for a 
corresponding Tetradrachm), struck in Babylon.  The obverse of  the coin has traditionally been identified 
as commemorating Alexander the Great’s defeat of  King Poros at the battle of  the Hydaspes in 326 B.C.  
However, research by Price has strengthened the argument that the dekadrachms were struck during the period 
of  Alexander’s campaigns in India.  The degree of  wear seen on the dekadrachms, when it is considered that the 
Babylon hoard was probably buried at the end of  Alexander’s lifetime, suggest that they might have been issued 
before the final defeat of  King Poros by Alexander.     
 

Given that an issue of  dekadrachms of  this nature in Babylon is entirely exceptional, there has been some debate 
regarding how they were struck.  It has been suggested that the ‘Poros’ dekadrachms were overstruck, perhaps on the 
dekadrachms from Alexander’s regular royal coinage (see lot 307 for an example).  However, it must be said that the 
fabric is noticeably different and the types of  the Poros dekadrachms, being a great deal shallower than those on the 
regular dekadrachms, could not have completely overstruck the original types.  In addition to this, the edges of  the 
‘Poros’ dekadrachms are straight rather than rounded; it seems far more likely that original flans were employed in their 
production.  The reason for the issue of  the dekadrachms is still not entirely clear.  The types depict the campaigns of  
Alexander the Great in India and are therefore symbolic of  historical events, but it cannot be said with certainty that 
the obverse shows an actual historical scene.  Alexander is depicted in action, thrusting his sarissa toward the enemy 
seated above on the back of  an elephant, the animal being symbolic of  the military power of  the opponent.  The 
reverse of  the coin displays Alexander as a military hero, with Nike preparing to crown him, perhaps suggestive of  the 
inevitable victory that would transpire.  The types of  this dekadrachm have a commemorative purpose, and there have 
been suggestions that they might have been intended as presentation pieces for certain members of  Alexander’s army, 
but due to the fact that an issue of  tetradrachms is linked to the dekadrachms, this remains uncertain.



One of the Most Historically Important Coins
to Survive from the Ancient World

The ‘Poros’ Dekadrachm of Alexander The Great



An Exceedingly Rare Tetradrachm from Babylon
Employing Local Indian Types

  

  

305	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm of  2 Shekels, 
15.41g, . Minted at Babylon, struck c.327 B.C. Indian archer standing to right, drawing a large 
bow, AB monogram behind. Rev. Indian elephant to right, Ξ below (M. Price, ‘Circulation at Babylon 
in 323 B.C.,’ Mnemata: Papers in Memory of  Nancy M. Waggoner, p. 70, 18, pl. 15 (these dies); M. 
Price, ‘The ‘Porus’ Coinage of  Alexander the Great: a symbol of  concord and community’, in Studia 
Paulo Naster Oblata, vol. I: Numismatica Antiqua (1982), p. 78, A/b (these dies); N. Dürr, ‘Neues aus 
Babylonien’, SM 94 (1974), 36b (this coin); Mitchiner Type 22).  Light crack in flan, well-struck for the 
issue, obverse very fine, reverse good very fine, extremely rare and important. $ 25,000 
 

Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction V, Beverly Hills, 23 & 24 February 1978, lot 82  
Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction XXV, New York, 29 November 1990, lot 82  
 
This tetradrachm of  2 shekels is without doubt linked to the ‘Poros’ dekadrachm in the previous lot.  It too has 
the xi symbol, but this time on the reverse of  the coin.  The elephant that appears on the reverse is similar in 
appearance to the one that features on the obverse of  the dekadrachm.  There is however a unique innovation on 
the obverse of  this tetradrachm that occurs nowhere else in ancient Greek coinage: the archer appears to be an 
Indian infantryman.  His attire and the arrangement of  his hair indicate that he is not a Greek, and this has been a 
cause of  considerable excitement among scholars.    
 
The types on both the obverse and reverse of  this tetradrachm are symbolic of  Indian power, and it therefore 
seems most likely that they were struck during Alexander’s time in India.  It is known that he made use of  Indian 
troops in his campaigns, and had been supplied with manpower and elephants by his ally Taxiles.  This fascinating 
issue expresses elements of  that fusion experienced by Alexander’s use of  Indian forces.  It is also interesting to 
consider that the very existence of  these tetradrachms is indicative that they and the dekadrachms were intended as 
a coinage and not just as purely commemorative issues.    



306	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm of  2 Shekels, 
15.72g, . Minted at Babylon, struck c.327 B.C. Elephant walking to right, carrying two figures, 
one turning to look to left and holding a long standard, the other, in front, holding a goad. Rev. 
Charioteer driving a galloping quadriga to right, an archer stands in the chariot beside the driver, 
drawing a bow (M. Price, ‘Circulation at Babylon in 323 B.C.’, Mnemata: Papers in Memory of  
Nancy M. Waggoner, p. 70, 26 (this coin – plate 15, showing the Leu example (no. 25), is incorrectly 
numbered); Mitchiner Type 21i).  Small metal-flaw on reverse, lightly toned, well-centred for these, 
good fine, exceedingly rare and important. $ 15,000 
 

This coin published in ‘Circulation at Babylon in 323 B.C.,’ M. Price, Mnemata: Papers in Memory of  Nancy M. 
Waggoner (1989), p. 70, 26.  
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 15 July 1989  
 

This exceedingly rare tetradrachm of  two shekels appeared on the market in 1989 and was published by Martin 
Price in the same year, alongside the other two known examples.  It seems likely that it forms part of  the same series 
as the dekadrachm and tetradrachm in the previous two lots.  The obverse of  the coin features the Indian elements 
that have already been seen on the previous coins.  The reverse is full of  animation, with an archer firing his bow 
from a galloping chariot.  The exact context of  this issue is still a little enigmatic and worthy of  further research.



A Dekadrachm of Alexander The Great
The Second Recorded Example of this Variety and One of the Finest Known

 

307	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Silver Dekadrachm, 42.28g, . 
Minted at Babylon, struck during the lifetime of  Alexander, c.325-323 B.C. Head of  young Herakles 
facing to right, wearing a lion’s skin headdress. Rev. AΛEΞANΔPOY, Zeus, naked to waist, his 
left foot resting on a footstool, enthroned to left, holding an eagle in his outstretched right hand 
and a sceptre in his left, a small bee in the left field, a monogram and M below the throne (M. 
Price, ‘Circulation at Babylon in 323 B.C.’, Mnemata: Papers in Memory of  Nancy M. Waggoner, 
p. 69, 8 (this coin); also p. 69, 7, pl. 15 = Price 3618A = Spink Coin Auction 71, 11 October 
1989, lot 49 (these dies); Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection, Sotheby’s New York, 19 June 1990, lot 
102 (this obverse die); Coin Hoards I, 1975, fig 6, 1; Kraay – Hirmer pl. 173, 572).  A few light 
surface marks, attractive iridescent toning, well-struck in high relief, good very fine, superior to the 
Bunker Hunt Dekadrachm, a spectacular example of  Hellenistic die-engraving, of  the greatest rarity 
and importance, apparently the second known example of  this variety. $ 100,000 
 
This coin published in ‘Circulation at Babylon in 323 B.C.,’ M. Price, Mnemata: Papers in Memory of  Nancy M. 
Waggoner (1989), p. 69, 8.  
 
Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 1989  
 
This exceedingly rare dekadrachm was struck at Babylon, in the far East of  Alexander’s empire.  There appear to 
have been three issues of  dekadrachms produced at this mint, all of  them struck during Alexander’s lifetime.  Two 
of  the issues have a variation on the arrangement of  the reverse monograms and the third, of  which the above 
coin is an example, has a bee in the left field.    
 
The dekadrachms follow types similar to those seen on Alexander’s regular silver coinage, using the head of  Herakles 
as the obverse type, and an enthroned Zeus on the reverse.  The head of  Herakles was most likely intended to have 
been symbolic of  Alexander and there has been speculation, although there is no evidence to support it, that the facial 
features might be those of  Alexander himself.  The face has strong, heavy features, which provide the dekadrachms with 
a more commanding feel artistically in comparison to the tetradrachms, although it must be said that the appearance 
is different to the posthumous portraits of  Alexander that are found on the coinage of  Lysimachos.     
 
Three examples of  the Alexander the Great dekadrachms surfaced in 1989 and were published by Martin Price 
in the same year.  Price considered that the three examples were most likely to have originated from the 1973 
Babylon hoard (Coin Hoards I, 1975, 38; cf. Mnemata: Papers in Memory of  Nancy M. Waggoner (1989), p. 
65).  Two of  the three dekadrachms, one of  which is the present coin, display the bee symbol on their reverse, 
which had previously been unrecorded.  The cataloguer has only been able to trace the one other example of  
this variety.  





From The Pozzi Collection

 

 

308	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Gold Stater, 8.52g, . Mint of  Magnesia 
ad Maeandrum, struck c.323-319 B.C.  Head of  Athena facing to right, wearing a crested Corinthian 
helmet ornamented with a snake. Rev. AΛEΞANΔPOY, Victory standing facing to left, holding a wreath 
and a stylis, a filleted thyrsos on left (Price 1943; Thompson / Bellinger, Yale Classical Studies 1955, 10).  
Broad flan, excellent style, extremely fine and with a very good pedigree. $ 6,000 
 

Ex Prof. S. Pozzi Collection, Naville, Lucerne, 4 April 1921, lot 869  
Ex Glendining & Co., London, 15 June 1977, lot 143  
Ex Spink Auction 46, London, 9 October 1985, lot 51

          

309	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 4.28g, . Mint of  
Abydos, struck c.323-317 B.C. Head of  young Herakles facing to right, wearing a lion’s skin headdress. 
Rev. AΛEΞANΔPOY, Zeus, naked to waist, enthroned to left, holding an eagle in his outstretched right 
hand and a sceptre in his left, a horse’s leg on left, a star and monogram below the throne (Price 1517; 
SNG Berry 225 (these dies)).  Broad flan, well-centred, lightly toned, extremely fine. $ 600 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 19 November 1985



          

310	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 4.24g, . Mint 
of  Sardes, struck c.319-315 B.C. Head of  young Herakles facing to right, wearing a lion’s skin 
headdress. Rev. AΛEΞANΔPOY, Zeus, naked to waist, enthroned to left, holding an eagle in his 
outstretched right hand and a sceptre in his left, monograms on left and below the throne (Price 
2685).  Attractively toned, extremely fine. $ 500 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 7 November 1984

 

 

311	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Alexander III, The Great (336-323 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.02g, . Mint of  
Miletos, struck c.300-280 B.C. Head of  young Herakles facing to right, wearing a lion’s skin headdress, 
tied at his neck. Rev. AΛEΞANΔPOY, Zeus, naked to waist, enthroned to left, holding an eagle in his 
outstretched right hand and a sceptre in his left, a double-headed axe on left (Price 2074; Müller 1128).  
Iridescent cabinet tone, extremely fine. $ 2,500 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, February 1989



 

 

312	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Demetrios Poliorketes (306-283 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.97g, . Tarsos, 
struck c.298-295 B.C. Nike advancing to left in the prow of  a ship to left, she holds a stylis and blows 
a trumpet held in her raised right hand. Rev. BAΣI-ΛEΩΣ / ΔHMHTPIOY, Poseidon, naked except for 
a chlamys draped over his extended left arm, striding to left, brandishing a trident in his right hand, a 
monogram on left, I on right (Newell 36).  Cabinet tone, good very fine, a scarce variety. $ 2,500 
 

Ex Collection of  Ancient Greek Gold and Silver Coins formed by a Foreign Amateur, Glendining & Co., London, 
13 December 1963, lot 226

      

313	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Demetrios Poliorketes (306-283 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.09g, . Mint of  
Chalkis, struck c.291-290 B.C. Head facing to right, wearing a diadem and a horn. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩ[Σ] / 
ΔHMHTPIOY, Poseidon, naked, standing to left, his right foot resting on a rock, holding a trident in his 
left hand and resting his right on his knee, a monogram on left (Newell 149; Hunterian 5).  Light die-
flaws on reverse, toned, nearly extremely fine. $ 2,500 
 

Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction XVIII, Part I, Hollywood, 31 March 1987, lot 123 



An Exceedingly Rare Gold Stater of Antigonos Gonatas
From The Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection

314	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Antigonos Gonatas (277-239 B.C.), Gold Stater, 8.59g, . Mint of  Pella, struck c.272 
B.C. Head of  Athena facing to right, wearing a crested Corinthian helmet adorned with a serpent, a long 
twisted lock of  her hair falls across her shoulder down towards her chest. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ / ANTIΓONOY, 
Nike standing facing to left, holding an aplustre and stylis, a wreath on left near her feet (AMNG III, p. 
179, 1-2, pl. 32, 21; R.W. Mathisen, ‘Antigonus Gonatas and the Silver Coinages of  Macedonia circa 280-
270 B.C.’, ANS MN 26, 1981, p. 105 and pl. 21, 35; Seltman, Greek Coins, pl. 50, 10).  Very light traces of  
double-striking on reverse, good very fine and of  the highest rarity. $ 20,000 
 
Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection, Sotheby’s, New York, 21 & 22 June 1990, lot 390  
 
This exceedingly rare issue was probably struck to be used as payment for Gallic mercenaries.  Lead by their 
chieftain Biderius, they were hired by Antigonus to help secure his position in Macedonia after Demetrios had been 
expelled from the region by Pyrrhos of  Epirus (see lots 340-342 for issues of  Pyrrhos).  There are only a handful 
of  examples of  this coin known to survive today.



An Exceptional Tetradrachm of Antigonos Doson

    
315	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Antigonos Doson (227-221 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.17g, . Head of  

Poseidon facing to right, wreathed with seaweed. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ / ANTIΓONOY on a prow to left, on 
which sits Apollo, facing to left, examining a bow held in his right hand, his left rests behind him on the 
prow, a monogram below (SNG Alpha Bank 1047; SNG Ashmolean 3264; SNG Lockett 1527; SNG 
Berry 361ff.).  A wonderful example, broad flan, well-struck and good extremely fine. $ 6,500 
 

Purchased from B.A. Seaby Ltd., London, 1984 

A Superb Philip V Tetradrachm

316	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Philip V (221-179 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.96g, . Struck c.212 B.C. 
Diademed head of  Philip V facing to right. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ ΦIΛIΠΠOY, Athena Alkidemos, viewed 
from behind, advancing to left, holding a round shield decorated with a star on her left shoulder, and 
brandishing a thunderbolt in her right hand, ΣP monogram in inner left field, EP monogram in inner 
right field (A. Mamroth, ‘Die Silbermünzen des Königs Philippos V. von Makedonien,’ ZFN XL, 1930, 
1, pl. 5, 2 (these obverse die); C. Boehringer, ‘Chronologie Mittelhellenistischer Münzserien’, pl. 7, 6 
(this obverse die).  Extremely fine, rare, excellent style. $ 15,000 
 

Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction XXII, Beverly Hills, 1 June 1989, lot 270



317	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Philip V (221-179 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.81g, . Struck c.188-179 B.C. 
Helmeted head of  Philip as the hero Perseus facing to left, a harpa over his shoulder, at the centre of  a 
Macedonian shield decorated with seven eight-pointed stars within double crescents. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ 
/ ΦIΛIΠΠOY above and below a club, a monogram above, two monograms below, all within an oak-
wreath, a trident-head on outer left (SNG Alpha Bank 1052 var.; AMNG III, 3 var.).  Toned, good very 
fine, a rare variety. $ 2,200 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 40, Munich, 7 April 1988, lot 138 

 

 

318	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Philip V (221-179 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 4.07g, . Mint of  Pella, struck c.183-179 
B.C. Head of  Philip V facing to right, wearing a diadem. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ / ΦIΛIΠΠOY, club to right, 
one monogram above and two below, all within an oak-wreath, a thunderbolt on left (Mamroth, ‘Die 
Silbermünzen des Königs Philippos V. von Makedonien’, ZfN XL, 1930, 26; SNG Copenhagen 1232; 
SNG Berry 373; SNG Alpha Bank 1056 var.).  Light crack in flan, very fine, scarce. $ 600 
 

Purchased from A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd., London, 30 March 1983 

           

319	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Time of  Philip V and Perseus (221-168 B.C.), Silver Tetrobol, 2.44g, . Mint of  Pella 
or Amphipolis, struck c.184-179 B.C. MA/KE, Macedonian shield with a club on boss. Rev. Macedonian 
helmet, two monograms on left, a monogram and a thunderbolt on right (SNG Ashmolean 3278 var.; 
SNG Copenhagen 1282 var.; SNG Alpha Bank -).  Lightly toned, extremely fine, a scarce variety. $ 300 
 

Purchased from B.A. Seaby Ltd., London, 1984



320	 Kingdom of  Macedon, Perseus (179-168 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.58g, . Magistrate Zoilos. 
Head of  Perseus facing to right, wearing a diadem. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ / ΠEPΣEΩΣ, an eagle standing 
to right on a thunderbolt, its wings spread, a monogram above, MI on right and a monogram 
between the eagle’s legs, all within an oak-wreath, a plow below (Mamroth, ‘Die Silbermünzen des 
Königs Perseus’, ZfN XXXVIII, 1928, 7; SNG Alpha Bank 1131 var.; SNG Copenhagen 1267 var.).  
Small scrape on obverse edge at 10 o’clock, otherwise about extremely fine. $ 2,000 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 40, Munich, 7 April 1988, lot 145  

      
321	 Macedon Under the Romans (158-149 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.72g, . Mint of  Amphipolis. 

Macedonian shield, at the centre of  which is the head of  Artemis Tauropolos facing to right, wearing 
a diadem and with a bow and quiver at her shoulder. Rev. MAKEΔONΩN / ΠPΩTHΣ, club to right, a 
monogram above, all within an oak-wreath, a thunderbolt on left (BMC 2; SNG Ashmolean 3290; SNG 
Copenhagen 1310).  Lightly toned, extremely fine. $ 950 
 

Ex Glendining & Co., London, 21 June 1972, lot 159   
Ex Spink Auction 71, London, 11 October 1989, lot 66 (illustrated on the front cover)



KINGDOM	OF	PAEONIA

A Tetradrachm of Bastareos, of the Highest Rarity
Found in 1880 and Published by Barclay Head in Historia Numorum

From The Comtesse De Béhague Collection

 

  

  

322	 Kingdom of  Paeonia, Bastareos (c.400 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 13.14g, . Large crested helmet 
to right, border of  dots. Rev. BAΣTAPEOΣ, a bull butting to right on ground line, border of  dots 
(Head, Historia Numorum, p. 237 (this coin); AMNG III, p. 147, 16, pl. XXXVI, 21 (these dies); 
Svoronos, HPM, pl. XIX, 2 (this reverse die)).  Well-struck, toned, very fine, with a wonderful old 
provenance, very few known specimens and perhaps the only example available in private hands.  
There is no other evidence for the existence of  Bastareos apart from these coins, of  the highest rarity 
and the greatest historical importance thus. $ 25,000 
 

This coin published in ‘Historia Numorum’, B.V. Head (1911), p. 237.  
 

Found at Kustendil in 1880, together with coins of  Lykkeios and Patraos  
Ex Sotheby’s, London, 9-10 May 1904, lot 232  
Ex Comtesse de Béhague Collection, J. Vinchon, Nouveau Drouot, Paris, 14 April 1984, lot 91  
Ex Frank Sternberg, Auction XXIV, Zurich, 19 & 20 November 1990, lot 57  
 

Bastareos is known only from the three examples of  this coin apparently in existence today.  Given that this coin was 
found with issues of  Lykkeios and Patraos, it is assumed that Bastareos was a Paeonian king, or perhaps the king of   
neighbouring tribe, whose existence is otherwise unknown to us.  This coin is of  immense historical significance.



From The Jameson Collection

          
323	 Kingdom of  Paeonia, Patraos (c.340-315 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 12.72g, . Head of  Apollo facing to 

right, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. ΠATPAOY, helmeted warrior on horseback to right, trampling over 
and spearing a fallen enemy warrior below, who defends himself  with a shield and a spear (AMNG III, 
pl. 37, 15-17; Paeonian Hoard (Sotheby’s, 16 April 1969), 97-100; Jameson 1021 (this coin)).  Attractive 
cabinet tone, extremely fine. $ 1,200 
 

This coin published in ‘Collection R. Jameson, Monnaies Grècques Antiques’ (Paris, 1913-1932), 1021, illustrated 
on pl. LIII.  
 

Ex Charvet de Beauvais Collection, Rollin & Feuardent, Paris, 30 April – 2 May 1903, lot 9   
Ex Woodward Collection  
Ex Jameson Collection, 1021    
Ex Bank Leu AG, Auction 36, Zurich, 7 & 8 May 1985, lot 118

            

324	 Kingdom of  Paeonia, Audoleon (315-286 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 12.67g, . Head of  Athena facing, 
inclined slightly to right, wearing a triple-crested Attic helmet. Rev. AYΔΩΛEON-TOΣ, horse walking 
to right, a monogram below (SNG Ashmolean 3369 (these dies); Weber 2241 (these dies); SNG ANS 
1954 var. (head inclined to left)).  Well-struck on good metal, attractive cabinet tone, extremely fine, an 
excellent example with a good pedigree. $ 4,500 
 

Ex Lestranges Collection, Egger, Auction XXIII, Vienna, 26 November 1909, lot 311  
Ex Hess – Leu, Auction 31, Lucerne, 6 December 1966, lot 274   
Ex Bank Leu AG, Auction 48, Zurich, 10 May 1989, lot 175



325	 Kingdom of  Paeonia, Audoleon (315-286 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 12.05g, . Head of  Athena facing, 
inclined slightly to right, wearing a triple-crested Attic helmet. Rev. AYΔΩΛE[ON]-TOΣ, horse walking 
to right, a monogram below (SNG Ashmolean 3370; AMNG III -; Dewing 1232; SNG ANS 1054 var.).  
Two minor corrosion spots on reverse, attractive cabinet tone, good very fine. $ 3,000 
 

Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction IV, Beverly Hills, 24 & 25 March 1977, lot 176  
Ex Monnaies et Médailles SA, Auction 73, Basel, 17 October 1988, lot 156





MAINLAND	GREECE



THESSALY

 

 

326	 Thessaly, Larissa (c.420-400 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 5.78g, . Thessalos, with a cloak and petasos flying 
behind him, leaping to left and holding a rushing bull by the horns and neck. Rev. ΛAPI / ΣAIA, 
bridled horse galloping to right, its bridle trailing, all within a shallow incuse square (F. Herrmann, 
‘Die Silbermünzen von Larissa in Thessalien’, ZfN XXXV, 1925, Group III H, pl. III, 18; C. Lorber, 
‘Thessalian Hoards and the Coinage of  Larissa’, AJN 20, 2008, pl. 43, 50 (this obverse die); BCD Thessaly, 
lot 1128).  Light iridescent toning, extremely fine. $ 1,500 
 

Ex Spink Auction 65, London, 5 October 1988, lot 48

 

 

327	 Thessaly, Larissa (c.420-400 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 6.04g, . Head of  the nymph Larissa facing to left, 
her hair rolled. Rev. [ΛA]PIΣ / AI, bridled horse prancing to right (BMC 49, pl. V, 10 (this obverse die); 
C. Lorber, ‘Thessalian Hoards and the Coinage of  Larissa’, AJN 20, 2008, pl. 43, 64; SNG Ashmolean 
3873; cf. SNG Lockett 1569).  Light porosity on reverse, toned, nearly extremely fine. $ 1,200 
 

Ex Spink Numismatic Circular, Volume XCVII, Number 1, London, February 1989, 16



 

 
328	 Thessaly, Larissa (c.380-365 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 6.06g, . Head of  the nymph Larissa facing, 

inclined slightly to left, crowned with grain-ears and wearing a triple-pendant earring. Rev. ΛAPI 
(in the exergue) / ΣAIΩN (above), mare and foal standing facing to right (C. Lorber, ‘A Hoard of  
Facing Head Larissa Drachms’, SNR 79, 2000, pl. I, 8 (these dies); F. Herrmann, ‘Die Silbermünzen 
von Larissa in Thessalien’, ZfN XXXV, 1925, Group VII, Series F, pl. 6, 11; BMC 63).  Some light 
marks, nearly extremely fine. $ 1,400 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 32, Munich, 12 & 13 November 1985, lot 66

 

 
329	 Thessaly, Larissa (c.370-360 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 6.01g, . [ΛAPIΣ]A, head of  the nymph Larissa facing 

to left, her hair bound at the top of  her head, wearing a triple-pendant earring and a pearl necklace. 
Rev. ΛAP – [I – ΣAI] – ΩN, bridled horse pacing to right, its tail curled (Jameson 2468 (these dies); BCD 
Thessaly (2011), lot 1133 (this obverse die)).  Short crack in flan and reverse a little off-centre, superb 
style, cabinet tone, nearly extremely fine, very rare. $ 5,000 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 46, Munich, 30 October 1989, lot 151



             

330	 Thessaly, Larissa (c.365-356 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 6.01g, . ΛAPIΣAION (softly struck), bull running to 
right. Rev. Thessalos, wearing a petasos, cloak and tunic, galloping on horseback to right (F. Hermann 
‘Die Silbermünzen von Larissa in Thessalien’ ZfN XXXV, 1925, pl. IV, 17; C. Lorber, ‘Thessalian Hoards 
and the Coinage of  Larissa’, AJN 20, 2008, pl. 46, 101; SNG Copenhagen 118; BCD Thessaly, lot 1136).  
A little softness in striking, otherwise nearly extremely fine. $ 1,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, June 1989 

 

 

331	 Thessaly, Larissa (c.356-342 B.C.), Silver Stater, 11.90g, . Head of  the nymph Larissa facing, inclined 
slightly to left, wearing an ampyx, a pendant earring and a necklace. Rev. ΛAPI-Σ / AIΩN, bridled horse 
pacing to right (C. Lorber, ‘Thessalian Hoards and the Coinage of  Larissa’, AJN 20, 2008, pl. 46, 112; C. 
Lorber, ‘A Hoard of  Facing Head Larissa Drachms’, SNR 79, 2000, phase L-III, 64-6; SNG Berry 541 
(these dies); cf. BCD Thessaly, lot 1160; Boston 895; Gulbenkian 474).  Well-centred, very pretty style, 
lightly toned, about extremely fine. $ 9,000 
 

Ex Spink Numismatic Circular, Vol. LXXXIX, No. 6, London, June 1981, 4469



                
332	 Thessaly, Larissa (c.356-342 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 6.14g, . Head of  the nymph Larissa facing, inclined 

slightly to left, wearing an ampyx and an earring. Rev. ΛAPIΣ / AIΩN, horse grazing to right (F. 
Hermann, ‘Die Silbermünzen von Larissa in Thessalien’, ZfN XXXV, 1925, group VII, pl. V, 6; C. 
Lorber, ‘A Hoard of  Facing Head Larissa Drachms’, SNR 79, 2000, pl. 4, 41).  Attractive style, lightly 
toned, extremely fine. $ 4,250 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 23 June 1983

                  
333	 Thessaly, The Oetaei (c.400-344 B.C.), Silver Hemidrachm, 2.31g, . Head of  a lion facing to left, turned 

slightly to be seen in perspective, holding a spear-head in its jaws. Rev. OITAI / ΩN, Herakles standing 
facing, holding his club in both hands (BMC 8; SNG Copenhagen 180).  Toned, very fine, rare. $ 1,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 19 November 1985

                
334	 Thessaly, Phalanna (c.360-340 B.C.), Silver Drachm, 5.56g, . Young male head facing to right. Rev. 

ΦAΛA-NN-AIΩN, horse prancing to right (BMC 1, pl. VIII, 12 (these dies); BCD Thessaly, lot 1250 
(this obverse die); SNG Copenhagen 199).  Well-struck on a broad flan, good style, light iridescent tone, 
extremely fine. $ 4,000



          
335	 Thessaly, Pharsalos (late 5th-mid 4th century B.C.), Silver Drachm, 5.98g, . Signed by the engraver 

Telephantos on both the obverse and reverse, and by the engraver Ip.... on the obverse. Head of  Athena 
facing to right, wearing a crested Attic helmet, TH and I[Π] behind neck. Rev. Φ-A / P-Σ (the lower two 
letters retrograde), Thessalian cavalryman riding on a horse prancing to right, wearing a petasos, chlamys 
and chiton, and holding a lagobolon over his right shoulder, TH below, all within a shallow incuse square 
(Lavva 99 (O49/R57); SNG Lockett 1603; SNG Copenhagen 220).  A little off-centre on the obverse, 
extremely fine, attractive and refined style. $ 2,750 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 14 November 1989

          
336	 Thessaly, Pharsalos (late 5th-mid 4th century B.C.), Silver Hemidrachm, 3.06g, . Signed on the obverse by 

the engraver Telephantos. Head of  Athena facing to right, wearing a crested Attic helmet. Rev. Φ-A-P-[Σ], 
head of  horse facing to right, all within a shallow incuse square (SNG Lockett 1596; SNG Copenhagen 
222).  About extremely fine, scarce. $ 800 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 14 November 1989 

          
337	 Thessaly, Skotussa (c.394-367 B.C.), Silver Hemidrachm, 2.79g, . Head of  bearded Herakles facing to 

right, wearing a lion’s skin headdress. Rev. Σ-KO, forepart of  a bridled horse to right, its head slightly 
lowered, raising its left foreleg, all within a shallow circular incuse (BMC 2, pl. XI, 2 (these dies); SNG 
Lockett 1616 (these dies); Babelon, Traité IV, 627, pl. CCXCV, 7).  Some lustre beneath light tone, 
extremely fine, an excellent example. $ 900 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 1989



      
338	 Thessaly, Thessalian League (196-27 B.C.), Silver Stater, 6.17g, . Magistrates Philippos and Themistogenes. 

Head of  Zeus facing to right, wearing an oak-wreath. Rev. ΘEΣΣA / ΛΩN, Athena Itonia advancing to 
right, brandishing a spear in her right hand and holding a shield in her left, Artemis advancing to right 
on right, holding a torch, [Φ]IΛIΠ-ΠOY above, [Θ]EMIΣTOΓEN[HΣ] below (BMC 28; SNG Copenhagen 
296 var.).  Sharply struck, extremely fine. $ 700

ILLYRO-PAEONIAN	REGION

A Duplicate from The Berlin Cabinet

        
339	 Illyro-Paeonian Region, Damastion (c.400-380 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 13.64g, . Head of  Apollo 

facing to left, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. ΔAMA / ΣTINΩN, tripod, within a shallow incuse square 
(May, p. 51, Group III, 7, i (this coin); Babelon, Traité IV, pl. 285, 14).  Attractively toned, extremely fine 
and with a distinguished old pedigree. $ 5,250 
 

This coin published in ‘The Coinage of  Damastion’, J.M.F. May (1939), p. 51, 7, i.  
 

Ex Berlin Cabinet Duplicates, Hamburger sale, 29 May 1929, lot 207  
Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Berkeley, 19 April 1960, lot 290   
Ex Bank Leu AG, Auction 33, Zurich, 3 May 1983, lot 306  
Ex Monnaies et Médailles SA, Auction 73, Basel, 17 October 1988, lot 154  
 

Damastion is an enigmatic location of  antiquity.  It was famous for its silver mines in the ancient period, but the 
location of  the city is unknown to us today, having fallen into obscurity in historical records following its capture 
by Philip II of  Macedon.  Some of  the coinage produced there prior to the time of  Philip was very beautiful, the 
present coin being an excellent example.  It is clear that the obverse has been modelled upon the tetradrachms of  
the Chalkidian League.



EPIRUS

Pyrrhos Tetradrachm, a Hellenistic Masterpiece

 

  

340	 Kingdom of  Epirus, Pyrrhos (297-272 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.77g, . Lokroi Epizephyrioi 
mint (?), struck c.280-277 B.C. Bearded head of  the Dodonian Zeus facing to left, wearing an oak-
wreath, Θ and ΣE monogram below. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ / ΠYPPOY, Dione, wearing a long chiton and 
a kalathos, enthroned to left, holding a sceptre in her right hand and raising her veil with her left, A 
in the exergue (BMC 6, pl. 20, 10 (these dies); Jameson 1127 (this obverse die); Babelon, Roi, pl. vii, 
1 = de Luynes 1898 (this obverse die); Gulbenkian 914; Kraay - Hirmer pl. 150, 472 (this obverse 
die); ‘Kunstfreund’, lot 239 (this obverse die)).  Of  the greatest Hellenistic style, attractively toned, 
extremely fine, a magnificent coin. $ 60,000 
 

Ex Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 33, Munich, 3 June 1986, lot 117  
  
This coin is a masterpiece of  early Hellenistic art.  The head of  Zeus is one of  the most magisterial ever to appear 
on a coin.  The dynamic elements of  the flowing hair and beard provide the obverse with great power and beauty, 
while the reverse type, depicting Dione enthroned in full drapery, is reminiscent of  Hellenistic sculpture.  The style 
and execution of  this issue is superior to anything else of  the time; Jenkins suggested that the artist responsible 
might have originated from mainland Greece or Macedonia (Ancient Greek Coins, pp. 247-8).    
  
Pyrrhos of  Epirus is famous for his campaign against Rome, after he intervened on behalf  of  Tarentum in southern 
Italy.  He did inflict two serious defeats on the Roman forces before crossing to Sicily to campaign against the 
Carthaginians.  In 275 B.C., he crossed back to Italy and won a third victory over the Romans but, due to losses 
sustained to his army, was forced to return home without having made his victory complete.    



An Exceedingly Rare Didrachm of Pyrrhos

341	 Kingdom of  Epirus, Pyrrhos (297-272 B.C.), Silver Didrachm, 8.19g, . Lokroi Epizephyrioi mint (?), 
struck c.279-274 B.C. Head of  Achilles facing to left, wearing a crested helmet ornamented with a griffin. 
Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ / ΠYPPOY, Thetis, veiled, seated to left on a sea-horse which is swimming to right, 
she holds the shield of  Achilles, adorned with a Gorgon-head (BMC 8; SNG Lloyd 657; Jameson 1128; 
Kraay - Hirmer pl. 150, 473).  Lightly toned, very fine, exceedingly rare and a very interesting coin. $ 9,500 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 10 March 1987



A Gold Stater of Pyrrhos of Wonderful Hellenistic Style

342	 Kingdom of  Epirus, Pyrrhos (297-272 B.C.), Gold Stater, 8.55g, . Struck at Syracuse, 278 B.C. Head of  
Athena facing to right, wearing a Corinthian helmet ornamented with pegasos, a triple-pendant earring 
and a pearl necklace, her hair flowing down her neck, an owl behind, A below. Rev. BAΣIΛEΩΣ ΠYPPOY, 
Nike alighting to left, holding a wreath in her right hand and a trophy in her left, a bucranium at her feet 
on left (BMC 1; Kraay – Hirmer pl. 151, 475 (these dies); Jameson 1124 (these dies); Gulbenkian 910 (this 
obverse die); Jenkins, AGC, 635 (this obverse die), 628 (this reverse die)).  Some light marks on edge, of  
wonderful Hellenistic style, good very fine and very rare. $ 40,000 
 

Ex Bank Leu AG, Auction 42, Zurich, 12 May 1987, lot 214  
Ex Bank Leu Ltd., Auction 52, Zurich, 15 May 1991, lot 67  
 
The gold coinage of  Pyrrhos is among the most beautiful of  the Hellenistic period.  The types of  this coin are 
clearly derived from the gold staters of  Alexander the Great, and they have been transformed into designs of  
superb style.  The reverse in particular shows Nike in motion, her drapery swirling around her.  In place of  a stylis, 
Nike now holds a military trophy, as well as the wreath of  the Dodonian Zeus.



        

343	 Epirote Republic (c.234-168 B.C.), Silver Didrachm, 9.60g, . Jugate heads of  Zeus, wearing an oak-
wreath, and Dione, wearing a wreathed stephane, facing to right, monograms behind and below. Rev. 
AΠEI / PΩTAN, bull charging to right, all within an oak-wreath (Franke, p. 164, 23 (V10/R16), pl. 
19, 23 (this coin); SNG Lockett 1654 (this obverse die); BMC 8-9; SNG Copenhagen (this obverse 
die)).  Good very fine. $ 2,500 
 

This coin published in ‘Die Antiken Münzen von Epirus’, P.R. Franke (1961), p. 164, 23, the reverse illustrated on pl. 19.  
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 19 November 1985

KORKYRA

From The Pozzi and The Lockett Collections

 

 

344	 Korkyra, Island off  Epirus (c.500 B.C.), Silver Stater, 11.69g. Cow standing to left, her head turned 
back to lick her calf  who is suckling to right. Rev. Incuse square, divided into two rectangles, each 
ornamented with a stellate pattern (BMC 10; SNG Lockett 1662 (this coin); Rosen 169; Weber 3040).  
A little softly struck on obverse, toned, good very fine, with an excellent pedigree. $ 3,500 
 

Ex Prof. S. Pozzi Collection, Naville, Lucerne, 4 April 1921, lot 1296  
Ex R.C. Lockett Collection, Greek Part II, Glendining & Co., London, 13 February 1958, lot 1508  
Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 19 November 1985  



 

 

345	 Korkyra, Island off  Epirus (c.500 B.C.), Silver Stater, 11.06g. Cow standing to left, her head turned back 
to lick her calf  who is suckling to right. Rev. Incuse square, divided into two rectangles, each ornamented 
with a stellate pattern (BMC 10; SNG Lockett 1662; Rosen 169).  Nearly extremely fine. $ 7,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 14 January 1990 

From The Lockett Collection

 

 

346	 Korkyra, Island off  Epirus (c.400 B.C.), Silver Stater, 11.13g, . Cow standing to left, her head turned 
back to lick her calf  who is suckling to right. Rev. K-O-P (retrograde), double-stellate pattern within a 
square linear frame, all within a linear circle within a shallow incuse circle (BMC 66 ff.; SNG Lockett 1667 
(this coin)).  Beautiful iridescent cabinet tone, extremely fine. $ 3,250 
 

Ex R.C. Lockett Collection, Greek Part II, Glendining & Co., London, 13 February 1958, lot 1512  
Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 19 November 1985 



AKARNANIA

          
347	 Akarnania, Leukas (c.460-450 B.C.), Silver Stater, 8.59g, . Pegasos, with curved wing, flying to right, 

Λ below. Rev. Head of  Athena facing to left, wearing a Corinthian helmet, all within an incuse square 
(Calciati, Pegasi II, p. 391, 15 (these dies); BCD Akarnania 177).  A beautiful example, good metal, 
cabinet tone, extremely fine, rare. $ 3,200 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 25 January 1985

AITOLIA

  

  
348	 Aitolia, Aitolian League (c.279-260 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.67g, . Head of  Herakles facing 

to right, wearing a lion’s skin headdress, the paws knotted below his chin. Rev. AITΩΛΩN, Aitolos, 
wearing a kausia, seated to right on a Macedonian shield which is resting on a pile of  three Gallic 
shields, which rest on a Gallic karnyx, holding a spear in her right hand and a sword in her left, 
a monogram above IH on right (F. Sheu, ‘Coinage Systems of  Aetolia’, NC 1960, monogram 1; 
Boston supplement 90 (these dies); McClean 5401, pl. 197, 2 (this obverse die)).  Attractive 
Hellenistic style, good very fine. $ 3,000 
 

Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction II, Beverly Hills, 25-26 March 1976, lot 135



          
349	 Aitolia, Aitolian League (c.250-225 B.C.), Silver Stater, 10.33g, . Korkyrean standard. Head of  Apollo 

facing to right, wearing a laurel-wreath, ΦI below. Rev. AITΩΛΩN, Aitolos standing to left, with a kausia 
around his neck and a sword at his waist, his right foot resting on a rock, he holds a spear in his right 
hand and rests his left on his knee, NI on left (Tsangari 782; BMC -; Dewing 1470 (this obverse die); 
BCD Akarnania 445).  Lustrous, good extremely fine. $ 6,500 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 1988 

          
350	 Aitolia, Aitolian League (c.220-205 B.C.), Silver Triobol, 2.41g, . Head of  Aitolia facing to right, wearing 

a kausia. Rev. AITΩΛΩ[N], The Kalydonian boar to right, K below, A and a spear-head in the exergue 
(Tsangari 597; BCD Akarnania 470; SNG Copenhagen 12).  Attractively toned, good very fine. $ 550 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 19 November 1985 

LOKRIS

               
351	 Lokris, Lokri Opuntii (c.350-340 B.C.), Silver Stater, 12.30g, . Head of  Demeter facing to right, her hair 

wreathed with three leaves of  wheat, wearing an earring and a necklace. Rev. OΠONTIΩN, Ajax, naked, 
wearing a crested Corinthian helmet and holding a short sword and a shield decorated with a palmette 
and a griffin, advancing to right, a bent spear below (Nanteuil 885 (this obverse die); BCD Lokris, lot 72 
(this obverse die); SNG Copenhagen 42 (these dies)).  Well-centred on a broad flan, attractive style, 
lightly toned, extremely fine. $ 8,500 
 

Purchased privately in 1987



 

 

352	 Lokris, Lokri Opuntii (c.350-340 B.C.), Silver Stater, 12.13g, . Head of  Demeter facing to left, her hair 
wreathed with three leaves of  wheat, wearing a triple-pendant earring and a necklace. Rev. OΠONTI-ΩN, 
Ajax, naked, wearing a crested Corinthian helmet and a strap over his shoulder from which hangs, on his 
left hip, a sword sheath, he holds a short sword and a shield decorated with a palmette and a griffin, AIAΣ 
between his legs, a spear below (Gulbenkian 494 (these dies); BCD Lokris, lot 76 (these dies); Boston 958 
(these dies)).  Traces of  double-striking on the obverse, toned, good very fine and rare. $ 4,500 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 10 May 1984

 

 

353	 Lokris, Lokri Opuntii (c.340-330 B.C.), Silver Hemidrachm, 2.66g, . Head of  Demeter facing to right, 
her hair wreathed with three leaves of  wheat, wearing an earring and a necklace. Rev. OΠONTIΩN, Ajax, 
naked, wearing a crested Corinthian helmet and holding a short sword and a shield decorated with a lion, 
advancing to right, the crest of  a helmet below (BMC 24, pl. I, 8 (these dies); cf. BCD Lokris, lot 96; 
cf. SNG Lockett 1701 var.).  Toned, nearly extremely fine and rare. $ 800



 

 

354	 Lokris, Lokri Opuntii (c.340-330 B.C.), Silver Hemidrachm, 2.73g, . Head of  Demeter facing to right, 
her hair wreathed with three leaves of  wheat, wearing an earring and a necklace. Rev. OΠONTIΩN, Ajax, 
naked, wearing a crested Corinthian helmet and holding a short sword and a shield decorated with a 
serpent, advancing to right, a kantharos below (SNG Lockett 1700 (these dies); BCD Lokris, lot 98; BMC 9; 
SNG Copenhagen 50).  Broad flan, attractively toned, nearly extremely fine. $ 800 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 19 November 1985

PHOKIS

 

 

355	 Phokis, Federal Coinage (354-352 B.C.), Silver Triobol, 2.68g, . Struck under Onymarchos. Bull’s 
head facing. Rev. Head of  Apollo facing to right, wearing a laurel-wreath, a lyre behind, Φ-Ω below 
(Williams 351 (O.245/R.213); BCD Phokis, lot 294 (these dies); BMC 81, pl. III, 19).  Broad flan, 
toned, good very fine. $ 1,500 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 7 November 1984



An Extremely Rare Tridrachm of Delphi
From The “Asyut” Hoard, Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection

 

 

356	 Phokis, Delphi (c.485-475 B.C.), Silver Tridrachm, 18.36g. ΔAΛΦI-KON, two rhytons, in the form of  
ram’s heads, side by side, downwards, two dolphins leaping towards each other above. Rev. Quartered 
incuse square, each quarter with stepped sunken squares in the form of  a “coffered ceiling”, each 
containing a dolphin and a spray of  laurel leaves (Asyut 240 (this coin); Babelon, Traité 1392, pl. 42, 
16; Kraay – Hirmer pl. 146, 461; Rosen 173; K. Regling, ZfN XXXVII, 1927, pl. IV, 189; Kraay, ACGC 
413).  With a deep chisel-cut, otherwise lightly toned, extremely fine, exceedingly rare, less than a dozen 
known examples, a coin of  great importance. $ 60,000 
 

This coin published in ‘The “Asyut” Hoard’, M. Price & N. Waggoner (1975), p. 51, 240, illustrated on pl. XIII.    
 

From the “Asyut” Hoard (IGCH 1644)  
Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection, Sotheby’s, New York, 4 December 1990, lot 7   
 

Delphi was famous in the ancient Greek world for being the mountain location of  the Temple of  Apollo and the 
Delphic Oracle.  The oracle was consulted by kings and by private individuals, the responses being interpreted by 
the Pythia, who would sit in a trance-like state while she spoke.    
 

The regular silver coinage of  Delphi consisted of  small denominations, and the appearance of  tridrachms in the 
early fifth century is exceptional.  Seven of  the known Tridrachms of  Delphi are from the ‘Asyut’ Hoard and all but 
two of  them are test-cut.  The Egyptian location for most of  the surviving examples may point to this remarkable 
issue having been used in trade with Egypt, perhaps in the purchase of  building materials for the Temple of  Apollo 
at Delphi.  The rhytons that appear on the obverse of  the coin are Persian in origin and their use had spread to the 
Greek world after the battle of  Plataea in 479 B.C., as mentioned by Herodotus.  They would have formed part of  
the Persian booty dedicated to Apollo.  The dolphins (delphis means dolphin) are a pun on the name of  Delphi.  It 
is interesting to consider that the “coffered ceiling” design on the reverse might be a representation of  that in the 
Temple of  Apollo at Delphi. 



A Very Rare Amphiktionic Stater of Delphi

 

357	 Phokis, Delphi (336-335 B.C.), Silver Stater, 12.28g, . Amphiktionic issue. Head of  Demeter facing 
to left, wearing a wreath of  grain-leaves and a veil. Rev. AMΦI-KTIO-NΩN (the Ω inverted), Apollo 
Pythios, wearing a laurel-wreath and a chiton, seated left on omphalos draped with a himation, resting 
his right elbow on a kithara and resting his head on his right hand, he has a long laurel-branch resting 
diagonally across him, a tripod on left (P. Kinns, ‘The Amphictionic Coinage Reconsidered’, NC 1983, 
11-13 (O.2/R.7); BCD Lokris-Phokis, lot 387 (this obverse die); Svoronos, Delphi 32; Gulbenkian 487-8; 
BMC 22; Boston 977-8).  Of  exceptional style, toned, nearly extremely fine and very rare. $ 65,000 
 
Ex Numismatik Lanz, Auction 46, Munich, 28 November 1988, lor 234 (illustrated on the front and back covers of  
the catalogue)  
 
The Temple of  Apollo at Delphi was destroyed by an earthquake in 373/2 B.C.  After a period of  Phokian 
occupation of  the site during the Sacred War, full-scale reconstruction of  the site began in 338/6 B.C., and the 
Amphiktionic League minted a new series of  coinage to finance the project.  The above stater, among the most 
elegant of  fourth century Greek coins, reflects the two sanctuaries controlled by the Delphic amphictiony, that of  
the Temple of  Demeter at Anthela and of  the Temple of  Apollo at Delphi.



BOEOTIA

                 
358	 Boeotia, Orchomenos (c.525-500 B.C.), Silver Obol, 1.00g. Wheat grain. Rev. Incuse square, irregularly 

divided into raised and sunken triangular sections (BCD Boiotia 188; SNG Lockett 1725; SNG Delepierre 
1329).  Cabinet tone, good very fine. $ 450 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 19 November 1985

                    
359	 Boeotia, Tanagra (c.457-488 B.C.), Silver Stater, 12.00g. Boeotian shield. Rev. T-A, forepart of  a bridled 

horse to right, holding stalks of  grain in its mouth, all within an incuse square (Head, Boeotia, p. 27, 
pl. II, 5; BMC 23; BCD Boiotia, lot 258 (these dies); Babelon, Traité III 335, pl. CCIII, 34 (these dies); 
Winterthur 1895 (these dies)).  A few light marks, lightly toned, nearly extremely fine. $ 4,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London,  January 1991

                

360	 Boeotia, Thebes (c.425-395 B.C.), Silver Stater, 12.12g. Boeotian shield. Rev. Θ-E, bearded head 
of  Dionysos facing to right, wearing an ivy-wreath, all within a concave incuse (Head, Boeotia, 
p. 36, class β, pl. III, 5; BMC 58; BCD Boiotia, lot 443; SNG Copenhagen 284).  Iridescent tone, 
nearly extremely fine. $ 4,000 
 

Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction XVIII, Part I, Hollywood, 31 March 1987, lot 145
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